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The MISSION of the Indiana Academy of Family Physicians is to promote
excellence in health care and the betterment of the health of the
American people. Purposes in support of this mission are:
• To provide responsible advocacy for and education of patients and the public in all
health-related matters;
• To preserve and promote quality cost-effective health care;
• To promote the science and art of family medicine and to ensure an optimal supply of
well-trained family physicians;
• To promote and maintain high standards among physicians who practice family
medicine;
• To preserve the right of family physicians to engage in
INDIANA
medical and surgical procedures for which they are
ACADEMY
qualified by training and experience;
• To provide advocacy, representation and leadership for
OF FAMILY
the specialty of family practice;
PHYSICIANS
• To maintain and provide an organization with high
standards to fulfill the above purposes and to represent
the needs of its members.
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n recent months there’s
been much attention in
the media about
escalating corporate health
care costs and the difficulty of employers to provide health
insurance coverage for their workers. Because businesses have
had to shift an increasing share of the insurance costs to
employees, more and more lower paid workers have dropped
their health coverage. This is also true in Indiana.
Richard Feldman, M.D., President
Indiana Academy of Family Physicians
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There are many reasons for skyrocketing health care costs.
These include the high cost of pharmaceuticals, the failure of
managed care to control expenditures, increasing insurance
company profit margins, and advancing technology. Our
American health care system does not follow the usual
economic rules of supply and demand. Instead we’ve overbuilt, over-utilized, and duplicated services. Additionally, it is
difficult to contain costs when patients have third-party
insurance plans paying first-dollar coverage.
This year in the Indiana General Assembly, the biggest health
care topic has been over-building and duplication of services.
This discussion has focused on the controversial remedies of
"certificate of need" and "moratorium." These measures could
limit the development of for-profit health care facilities,
including specialty or "niche hospitals," long term care
facilities, imaging centers, and surgery centers.
In preparation for this debate, the IAFP sent surveys to
members in order to better define the opinions of Indiana
family physicians. We found that many members passionately
believe that for-profit niche hospitals increase the cost of
health care, and that too many are being built. Furthermore,
our members believe these entities are having an adverse affect
on not-for-profit, full-service community hospitals—
decreasing their ability to provide the least profitable services
and to care for everyone in the community.
Despite this prevailing view, we are very aware of the need for
family physicians to protect their ability to perform procedures

dent’s Message
that are sometimes denied in community
hospitals due to the politics of their
medical staff organizations. We also
learned that some of our members have
financial interests in hospitals and other
health care facilities, including surgery
centers for a variety of financial and
practice reasons.
All of these concerns were included in
our testimony at the legislature this
session in both the House and Senate.
The IAFP maintained a neutral
poisition. Because these are such
complicated issues that need to be
thoroughly examined, we voiced strong
support for the creation of a study
commission.
There really is, however, a greater issue
to be addressed in the discussion of high
health care costs. Family physicians
understand all too well that high rates of
chronic disease resulting from unhealthy
lifestyles is in large part responsible for
our current health care crisis. This
ultimately adversely affects our entire
Indiana economy.
While the Indiana General Assembly
has given a great deal of attention to
economic development and economics
paying for health care, it has made
relatively little commitment to curtailing
our epidemic of chronic disease. The
future of our economy also depends on
the good health of the public.
Improving an economy with a sick
population is like trying to fill a bucket
with a hole in it. An unhealthy
population is an economic drain that
must be repaired if Indiana is to be
ultimately successful in creating
business opportunities and jobs.
Industry is no longer in the mood to
tolerate high health care costs. And they
are well aware that these costs are in

good measure associated with treating
the chronic diseases caused by the
unhealthy lifestyles of Hoosier workers.
Preventing disease is always less
expensive than treating it.
General Motors officials complained to
state government in1997 that their most
expensive health care plans are right
here in Indiana. Apparently nothing has
changed because they were here again
last fall saying the same thing to the
Health Finance Committee. With health
care costs chewing up corporate bottom
lines, why would industries necessarily
want to locate, expand or even maintain
presence in Indiana? We can anticipate
hearing a stronger message in this
regard from business and industry in the
coming months and years.
Indiana is fortunate that it remains one
of the states with the highest rate of
insured. But health insurance does not
guarantee health. In many respects,
Indiana is one of the unhealthiest states
in the country. We are fifth highest in
tobacco use and obesity. We are among
the leading states in heart disease,
stroke, chronic lung disease, diabetes,
and tobacco-related and other types of
cancer.
It’s time to also make an investment in
the health of the public. Even in this
difficult time of budget deficits, the
state could at least begin to redirect
attention to two of our most important
health-related problems—tobacco and
obesity. These are the top causes of
preventable illness and premature death
and the major causes of most of our
chronic diseases. We can’t afford not to
do it, both from a health and economic
standpoint.

Tobacco Use and Prevention Agency.
This agency is responsible for creating
and maintaining our once proud
comprehensive statewide tobacco
control program that served as one of
the nation’s model initiatives. It’s
shameful that during the last legislative
session the funding was cut from $32.5
million to $10.8 million. This effectively
dismantled a successful program
responsible for the very impressive
reductions in Indiana youth smoking
recently reported by two separate
studies. Now it is essentially gone
because effective programs must be both
comprehensive and adequately funded.
Obesity must also be addressed. We
need to change Indiana culture
regarding eating habits and exercise.
This is a detrimental problem that
should be looked at in much the same
way as tobacco use. We can begin with
stronger emphasis on physical education
and the elimination of junk foods in the
schools, but to truly change behaviors it
ultimately must be addressed in a
comprehensive way. One idea is for the
legislature to convene a commission to
study obesity and develop an integrated
plan for funded initiatives to combat this
epidemic.
In 1914, Indiana Governor Samuel
Ralston declared his belief that
preventable disease had a detrimental
effect on the state’s economy when he
wrote, "Our moral sense is so shocked
that we hesitate to figure in dollars the
vast millions in loss it entails upon our
economy." His words are as true today
as they were nearly 90 years ago.
Ralston had it right then and General
Motors has it right today.

The General Assembly could start by
restoring full funding to the Indiana
5
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Legal Risks Involved
in Waiving Payments
ealth care providers occasionally
want to waive the amounts owed
by patients for items and services,
such as co-payments, co-insurance
amounts, and deductibles (individually
and collectively referred to as "CoPayments") for both Medicare patients and
those covered by commercial managed
care plans ("Commercial Payors"). Both
kinds of waivers may expose the provider
to legal risk, as discussed below.

H

Waiver of Co-Payments for
Medicare Beneficiaries. Waiver of
Co-Payments for Medicare patients is
clearly not permitted, except in very
limited circumstances. The Federal Civil
Monetary Penalties Law ("CMP Law")
and the Fraud and Abuse Anti-Kickback
Statute are discussed below.
Under the CMP Law, a person who offers
or transfers to a Medicare or Medicaid
beneficiary remuneration that the person
knows or should know is likely to
influence the beneficiary’s selection of a
particular provider, practitioner, or
supplier of Medicare or Medicaid payable
items or services may be liable for
penalties of up to $10,000 for each act.
There is an exception for waiver of CoPayments if the waiver: (i) is not part of
an advertisement or solicitation; (ii) is not
routinely done; and (iii) is made after
determining in good faith the financial
need of the patient or exhausting
reasonable collection efforts.
Waiving Co-Payments for patients covered
by government health care programs also
presents risk to the provider under the
Anti-Kickback Statute. The Statute is
intent-based. To be found in violation, the
6

provider must knowingly and willfully
offer or transfer remuneration to a patient
in exchange for the patient using items or
services covered by a governmental health
care program. Even if the provider does
not have such intent, there is still risk that
the Department of Health and Human
Services Office of Inspector General
("OIG") and, ultimately, a judge or jury
could misconstrue the provider's intent.
The only way to entirely avoid risk is to
satisfy the Waiver of Co-Insurance and
Deductibles Safe Harbor, which protects
waivers in very limited circumstances, or
to obtain a favorable Advisory Opinion
from the OIG. Potential penalties for
being found in violation of the Statue are
imprisonment for up to five years, civil
monetary penalties, and/or exclusion from
participation in federally funded health
care programs.
In 1994, the OIG issued a Fraud Alert that
stated the waiver of Co-Payments for any
reason other than indigency is fraudulent
and/or abusive because it misstates the
provider's actual charge,1 constitutes a
kickback to the patient for using Medicare
services, and frustrates the policy purpose
of deterring unnecessary utilization of
services by giving patients a partial stake
in medical expenses.
Waiver of Out-of-Network CoPayments for Commercial Patients.
Out-of-network providers sometime want
to waive Co-Payments for patients who
are covered by Commercial Payors for
strategic reasons. Doing so levels the
playing field the out-of-network provider
and another provider(s) who is in-network
with the particular plan. There is no
Federal law that expressly prohibits such

waivers, but there are several legal
considerations that need to be analyzed as
the provider determines whether it will
waive such Co-Payments.
The Federal Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act ("HIPAA") makes
it a criminal act for anyone to falsify a
material fact or make a false statement or
representation to a health care benefit
program (defined below) in connection
with the delivery of or payment for health
care, benefits, items, or services. The term
"health care benefit program" means any
public or private plan or contract, affecting
commerce, under which any medical
benefit, item, or service is provided to any
individual, and includes any individual or
entity who is providing a medical benefit,
item, or service for which payment may be
made under the plan or contract. Providers
who waive Co-Payments are exposed to
risk under HIPAA because, arguably, the
provider is misstating its charge to the
Commercial Payor. For example, assume a
$100 total charge where the patient has an
80/20 plan. If the provider waives the
patient's obligation to pay 20 percent,
then, arguably, the Commercial Payor
owes only 80 percent of $80.
Other Legal Risks of Waiving
Commercial Payor's Co-Payments.
The routine waiver of Co-Payments could
raise issues under Medicare charge-based
reimbursement. If the waiver is routine,
the provider's charge master or fee
schedule is called into question because it
may not represent the provider’s real
charges, putting the provider at risk of
misstating its charges to Medicare. The
routine waiver of Co-payments can also
run afoul of commercial managed care

agreements in which payment is based on discounted charges
in a similar manner. In addition, the routine waiver of CoPayments may cause risk to the provider under State law
statutory and common law fraud theories.
These considerations lead to the question of when the waiver
of Co-Payments becomes "routine?" There is not a clear
Federal threshold above which a waiver of Co-Payments rises
to the level of routine, although some States' laws may
provide guidance on what routine means. Absent State law
guidelines, it is necessary to consider all of the facts and
circumstances of the situation to assess the risk. The more
narrowly the waiver applies (i.e. to a subcategory of the
Commercial Payor's patients and/or for a specific service),
the lower the risk it would be considered a routine waiver.
Problematic Provisions in Plan Documents. Finally,
plan documents may contain language that expressly state the
Commercial Payor will deny payment for a claim if the CoPayment is waived or if the plan participant is not legally
required to pay any amount for the item or service covered
by the claim.
To summarize, the CMP Law prohibits the waiver of CoPayments for Medicare beneficiaries, unless the exception
for waiver of Co-Payments or other applicable exception is
satisfied. Such waivers also present risk to providers under
the Anti-Kickback Statute unless the Waiver of Co-Insurance
or Deductibles is met or the OIG has issued the provider a
favorable Advisory Opinion. A provider who considers
waiving commercial Co-Payments should consider the legal
issues presented above before making a decision whether to
do so. Finally, please consider State laws that could affect
this analysis.
For example, if a charge is listed at $100 but a 20%
copayment is waived, then the actual charge is arguably $80,
and Medicare should only pay 80% of the $80.
1
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Let Your Voice Be Heard:
SUBMIT RESOLUTIONS BY JUNE 23
hat’s the best way to play a role in directing Academy policy
and to address the issues that concern you most? Write a
resolution. The IAFP Congress of Delegates will consider
all resolutions when they convene July 22 and 23 in French Lick.

W

Please submit your resolutions to the Academy in writing or via
e-mail. Once submitted, resolutions will be reviewed for format and
published on the Web site for input and comment by the membership.
Members who submit resolutions are invited to attend the meeting in
French Lick and speak on behalf of their resolutions.
Guidelines for drafting resolutions:
• Use the template provided to ensure your resolution follows the
appropriate format.
• State the intent of your resolution clearly and concisely. Keep in
mind that each resolution should deal with a single topic or subject.
• Submit your resolution in a timely manner. To be considered this
year, the Academy office must receive your resolution by June 23.
Drafting Whereas Clauses
The whereas clauses simply explain the problem or situation. Since the
whereas statements explain and support the resolved portion, they
precede the resolved clause in the written text. The Reference
Committee does not adopt whereas sections of the resolution, but if
the sections are not stated clearly and factually and in a manner that
directly relates them to the resolved portion, they may produce
unnecessary debate and detract from the effectiveness of the
resolution. Please carefully check the facts, quotes, references and
statistics used. Verify all data you use.
Drafting Resolved Clauses
The resolved clauses stand alone and should be written as such. The
resolved clause is the only portion of the resolution that will be voted
on. Therefore, the resolved portion should be clear and action-oriented.
Keep the resolved clause focused on what is desired as the end result.
Sometimes, it is easier to write the resolved clauses first. That forces
you to identify the desired action. After finishing the resolved clause,
write the whereas clauses, checking each to determine if the clause is
relevant and provides necessary information. Be sure to provide
adequate support for your resolved clause, but limit your wheras
clauses to a reasonable number.
The Academy encourages you to participate in this process. It gives
you a more direct voice into the policies and activities of your
Academy.
Deadline for resolutions to be submitted by June 23.
Send resolutions to IAFP, Attn: EVP, 55 Monument Circle, Suite 400,
Indianapolis, IN 46204 or to iafp@in-afp.org.

Resolution Template
Title:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Submitted by:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
WHEREAS,
_________________________________________________________________________________________________;
and
WHEREAS,
_________________________________________________________________________________________________;
and
WHEREAS,
_________________________________________________________________________________________________;
therefore be it
RESOLVED,
_________________________________________________________________________________________________;
and therefore be it further
RESOLVED,
_________________________________________________________________________________________________.
Fiscal Note: $
_________________________________________________________________________________________________.
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Nominate Your Peers
Throughout the years, the Indiana Academy of Family Physicians has strived to
better healthcare in Indiana. In recognition of individuals who work to improve the
practice of family medicine, the IAFP bestows awards on an annual basis. This call
for nominations plays an important part in the process of recognizing outstanding
service. Nominations must be in writing and submitted on official nomination form
with appropriate attachments. The IAFP Commission on Membership Services and
Public Relations will review the entries and present its recommendation to the IAFP
Board of Directors for approval. Nominations for the awards will be accepted from
IAFP members until April 1. Thank you for your participation in recognizing these
outstanding family physicians and supporters of family medicine.
Lester D. Bibler Award

Distinguished Public Service Award

The Lester D. Bibler Award is designated to recognize
long-term dedication, rather than any single significant
contribution, and is given on the basis of dedicated
effective leadership toward furthering the development of
family medicine in Indiana. This award was named in
honor of the "Founding Father" and first president of
IAFP.

The Distinguished Public Service Award is presented to
IAFP members in good standing who have distinguished
themselves rendering a community or public service. The
service must be entirely separate from purely professional
achievement in research and scientific endeavors. The
service for which this award is bestowed should have
been performed on a voluntary basis and should have
benefited the local and/or state community in a civic,
cultural or general economic sense and, except in unusual
circumstances, should have been uncompensated.

A. Alan Fischer Award
The A. Alan Fischer Award is designed to recognize
members who have made outstanding contributions to
education for family practice, in undergraduate, graduate
and continuing education spheres. This award was named
in honor of Dr. Alan Fischer, a long-time member of the
IAFP who actively served the Indiana Chapter and AAFP
and who established the IUSM Dept of Family Medicine
and the IU Family Practice Residency Program.

Jackie Schilling Certificate
of Commendation
The Jackie Schilling Certificate of Commendation was
established to recognize non-family-physicians who have
been deemed to contribute in a distinguished manner to
the advancement of family medicine in Indiana. Those
considered for the award come from careers in many
fields, including medical education, government, the arts
and journalism. In 1999, the award was named after the
past IAFP Executive Vice President, Jackie Schilling.
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Indiana Family Physician
of the Year Award
Nominees for the Indiana Family Physician of the Year
Award must be members in good standing with both the
IAFP and AAFP. Nominees must provide their patients
with compassionate, comprehensive, and caring family
medicine on a continuing basis and must be directly and
effectively involved in community affairs and activities
that enhance the quality of their community. Nominees
must be a family physician who is a credible role model
professionally and personally to the community, to other
health professionals, and to residents and medical
students and who can effectively represent the specialty
of family practice and the IAFP/AAFP in public
speaking.
For more information and nomination forms, please contact
Amanda Bowling at (317) 237-4237 or (888) 422-4237.

Nominate
2004 Officers
At least 90 days prior to the IAFP Annual Assembly each
year, the Nominating Committee shall announce
nominations as required by the Bylaws. These nominations
shall be formally presented at the first meeting of the
Congress of Delegates, which this year will be on July 22 in
French Lick. At the time of the meeting, additional
nominations from the floor may be made. The said election
of officers shall be the first order of business at the second
session of the Congress of Delegates on July 23.
Offices to be filled for 2004-2005 are: president-elect, first
vice president, second vice president, speaker of the
Congress of Delegates, vice speaker of the Congress of
Delegates, one AAFP delegate (two year term), and one
AAFP alternate delegate (two year term).
The Nominating Committee objective is to select the most
knowledgeable and capable candidates available. The
committee is also responsible for determining the
availability of those candidates to serve should they be
elected.
If you are an active member of the IAFP, you may submit
your name as a candidate. All candidates for office must
submit a letter of intent, a glossy black and white photo, and
curriculum vitae. This information must be received prior to
April 10.
If you have questions, please contact Kevin Speer or Deeda
Ferree at 317-237-4237 or dferree@in-afp.org.
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Members Receive AAFP Degree of Fellow
Several members of the Indiana Academy have achieved the degree of fellow of the American Academy of Family Physicians
(FAAFP).
Established in 1971, the AAFP Degree of Fellow recognizes family physicians that have distinguished themselves through
service to family medicine and ongoing professional development. This year’s Fellowship class brings the total number of
AAFP Fellows to more than 29,000 nationwide. AAFP Fellowship entitles the physician to use the honorary designations,
"Fellow of the American Academy of Family Physicians," or "FAAFP."
Criteria for receiving the AAFP Degree of Fellow consists of a minimum of six years of active, life or inactive membership in
the organization; extensive continuing medical education, participation in public service programs outside the physician’s
medical practice; conducting original research and serving as a teacher in family medicine.

Adams Parks, MD
Adler Alan, MD
Adye Wallace, MD
Aeschliman William, MD
Ahler Kenneth, MD
Aiello Robert, MD
Albert Raphael, MD
Alessi John, DO
Allen Deborah, MD
Allen Larry, MD
Allman Rex, MD
Amos Susan, MD
Anderson Garland, MD
Anderson James, MD
Andrew Jerald, MD
Asher James, MD
Atkins Clayton, MD
Atkins Steven, MD
Bacchus H M, MD
Baker Eldon, MD
Banguis Lucia, MD
Banning V, MD
Barker John, MD
Barnes Gilbert, MD
Barrett Warrick, MD
Barton Reginald, MD
Batterton Owen, MD
Beardsley Frank, MD
Beaver Ernest, MD
Beaver Norman, MD
Beaver Walter, MD
Beckman Teresa, MD
Beeler Franklin, MD
Benedict Harold, MD
Bennett J B, MD
Bhatt Jayshree, MD
Bierlein Alan, MD
Billena Raymundo, MD
Black Maurice, MD
Black Kenneth, MD
Black Thomas, MD
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Blaisdell William, MD
Blanke William, MD
Blix Fred, MD
Blood Michael, MD
Blume William, MD
Blumenthal Kenneth, DO
Blusys Paulius, MD
Bobb Kenneth, MD
Borrelli Sam, MD
Bowen Otis, MD
Bradley Mark, MD
Brake Donald, MD
Brake Karen, MD
Breitwieser David, MD
Brewer Robert, MD
Bridges Alvin, MD
Brown Stewart, MD
Brown Randall, MD
Browne Thomas, MD
Brownson Paul, MD
Buck Gregory, MD
Bugno Craig, MD
Burket Cecil, MD
Burkhart David, MD
Burton Bruce, MD
Butler James, MD
Cain David, MD
Calhoun Charles, MD
Campbell Lee, MD
Cannon Daniel, MD
Carey John, MD
Carnes J, MD
Carroll Charles, DO
Carter Arnold, MD
Carter William, MD
Chamberlain Rick, MD
Charabati Jihad, MD
Chaudhry Shaukat, MD
Checkley Lori, MD
Choi Han, MD
Chowhan Ziauddin, MD

Christeson David, MD
Christie Marvin, MD
Clark Eric, MD
Clark Jack, MD
Clarkson Clarence, MD
Clayton David, MD
Clemente Jose, MD
Clements Robert, MD
Cohen Irving, MD
Cole Larry, MD
Collier John, MD
Connerly Patrick, MD
Conrad Henry, MD
Conroy Michael, MD
Conway Mark, MD
Conway Michael, MD
Conwell Carl, MD
Cooley Paul, MD
Cooper B, MD
Core Roger, MD
Cortese Thomas, MD, PhD
Coulter Merlin, MD
Coursey James, MD
Crase John, MD
Creed Gary, MD
Dahling Fred, MD
Darst Marc, MD
Dauscher Dean, MD
Day Lynn, MD
Day Michael, MD
De Armitt Walter, MD
Deardorff Dale, MD
Deery Michael, MD
Dewester Gerald, MD
Dickerson J, MD
Dicks Robert, MD
Dimitroff Lambro, MD
Dodt Keven, MD
Doggett Brian, MD
Doherty Raymond, MD
Dolezal Bernard, MD

Domingo Ricardo, MD
Doshi Parul, MD
Drake Melody, MD
Driscoll Paul, MD
Dunevant Don, MD
Durany Nilda, MD
Ebersole Donald, MD
Echsner Herman, MD
Egger Ross, MD
Egnatz Charles, MD
Elek Kenneth, MD
Elleman John, MD
Eller Alvan, MD
Ellis George, MD
Embry Candace, MD
Emerson Quentin, MD
Engle Michael, DO
Epperson Stephen, MD
Erb Kent, MD
Ericson Kevin, MD
Estill George, MD
Farrell John, MD
Fast Dennis, MD
Feldman Richard, MD
Feldman Rebecca, MD
Felger Thomas, MD
Fenol Honesto, MD
Fischer A, MD
Fletcher Maria, MD
Fogle Norman, MD
Foley Patrick, MD
Foley Phillip, MD
Foy Thomas, MD
Frank Lyall, MD
Frankowski C E, MD
Frazier Dennis, MD
Frederick Terry, MD
Freeby C, MD
French Charles, MD
Fretz Richard, MD
Friend Charles, DO

Frilles Susana, MD
Galbraith Kathleen, MD
Garrido Custodio, MD
Gentile Jonathan, MD
Gentry William, MD
Gettinger Paul, MD
Ghoreishi Easa, MD
Gilkison William, MD
Gillum Eugene, MD
Glass Paul, MD
Golden William, MD
Goldschmidt Max, MD
Gomez Cesar, MD
Goode Roy, MD
Gootee Francis, MD
Gootee Thomas, MD
Gourieux Edward, MD
Gray Kenneth, MD
Greer David, MD
Grene Ethel, MD
Grossman Darla, MD
Guttman Joanne, MD
Haas Ray, MD
Hachmeister Charles, MD
Hadley David, MD
Haggenjos Mark, DO
Haggerty Fred, MD
Haines David, MD
Haley Alvin, MD
Hall Donald, MD
Hardin Stephen, MD
Hardin Wayne, MD
Harper Michael, MD
Harris Charles, MD
Harris Garnet, MD
Harsha David, MD
Harvey John, MD
Haste John, MD
Hathaway Clayton, MD
Hathaway William, MD
Haughn James, MD
Heck Debbie, MD
Heckman-Davis Cynthia, MD
Hehemann William, MD
*Henderson Alberta, MD
Henney Frederic, MD
Hiam Charles, MD
Higgins Jack, MD
Higgins Pamela, MD
Hill Herbert, MD
Himelstein N, MD
Hindahl Gregory, MD
Hirsch Herman, MD
Hochstetler Mark, MD
Hodges Charles, MD
Hollenberg Edward, MD
Holloway William, MD
Holt Charles, DO
Holt Worthe, MD
Holton Michael, MD
Hoover Joseph, MD

Houston Paul, MD
Howell Ray, MD
Huber Richard, MD
Hull Joel, MD
Irwin Gerald, MD
Jackson Melinda, MD
Janovsky Charles, MD
Johns Bullard Janet, MD
Johnson Claude, MD
Johnson E'austin, MD
Johnson Brian, MD
Jones Thomas, MD
Jones Thomas, MD
Judge Robert, MD
Julian David, MD
Kallmyer J, MD
Kammeyer William, MD
Kaplanis Paul, MD
Karpilow Craig, MD
Kaye Robert, MD
Keenan George, MD
Kelley William, MD
Kelly Michael, MD
Kelsey Robert, MD
*Kelton Gaylen, MD
Kelty Richard, MD
Keshvani Pyarali, MD
Kilpatrick Michael, MD
Kim Jong, MD
Kincaid Richard, MD
King Charles, MD
King Mark, DO
Kingma Roy, MD
Kintanar Thomas, MD
Kiovsky Richard, MD
Kirby Ted, MD
Kirkwood Tom, MD
Klutinoty George, MD
Kneller George, MD
Kolbe Robert, MD
Kozar Donna, MD
Krol John, MD
Krueger John, MD
Lafollette James, MD
Lamb Chad, MD
Langston Edward, MD
Larkin Gregory, MD
Larson John, MD
Lauer Donald, MD
Lawlis John, MD
Lawlor Mark, MD
Lawton Dennis, MD
Lebioda Henry, MD
Lee Thomas, MD
Lewis Merral, MD
Lewis William, MD
Link Charles, MD
Linson John, MD
Lloyd Jones Trevor, MD
Louck Michael, MD
Lovall Larry, MD
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Loveall Harold, MD
Lovins Teresa, MD
*Ludwig Jennifer, MD
Lurye Donald, MD
Lustig William, MD
Lutz Larry, MD
Makovsky Theodore, MD
Mangahas Jovencio, MD
Manifold Harold, MD
Manship Mark, MD
March Keith, MD
Marcrum William, MD
Marienau David, MD
Martin Loren, MD
Martin Thomas, MD
Massanari Walter, MD
Mattox Dean, MD
Maus Ronald, MD
Mayrose Richard, MD
Mc Donald Frank, MD
McAlpine Richard, MD
McCann James, MD
McClain Debra, MD
Mcclary Charles, MD
Mcclure Robert, DO
McDaniel John, MD
Mcdonald Steven, MD
McFadden Wilbur, MD
McGinnis Lloyd, MD
Mcglothlin Wylie, MD
Mcguire Jeffrey, MD
McKeag Douglas, MD
McKissick Robert, MD
McLaren Daniel, MD
McPike Joseph, MD
Mehta Pratima, MD
Meissel Robert, MD
Meyers Mark, MD
Miethke Richard, MD
Miller Gerald, MD
Miller L, MD
Minter Donald, MD
Misch William, MD
Mishler Carla, MD
Moheban Joseph, MD
Monroe Judith, MD
Moore Thomas, MD
Moran Thomas, MD
Moskwinski Rebecca, MD
Mouser Robert, MD
Murray Richard, MD
Najamuddin Farah, MD
Nale Stephen, MD
Nalin Peter, MD
Nelson Robert, MD
Neumann Theodore, MD
Nicely Polly, MD
Nicholson R, MD
Nieters John, MD
Nixon Christopher, MD, JD
Nolan Gerald, MD
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Norton Horace, MD
O'Brian John, MD
O'Brien Francis, MD
O'Connor Ruth, MD
Obeime Mercy, MD
Oliver Randall, MD
Onyeukwu Geoffrey, MD
Ostrowski Leonard, MD
Paris John, MD
Patton Garry, MD
Pavelka Melissa, MD
Pease James, MD
Peters James, MD
Peterson John, MD
Peterson Jeffrey, MD
Petry Thomas, MD
Phillips Donald, MD
Pierce Gene, MD
Pope Howard, MD
Porsche Timothy, MD
Pottanat Jancy, MD
Powers William, MD
Price Francis, MD
Purdy Charles, MD
Pyle Susan, MD
Rahman Sheikh, MD
Rains Daniel, MD
Ralph Warren, MD
Ramker Daniel, MD
Ranck Benjamin, MD
Rau Charles, MD
*Rau David, MD
Rausch Marilyn, MD
Razon Daniel, MD
Records John, MD
Reidy James, MD
Reitz Lawrence, MD
Rendel Jeffry, MD
Ress Gene, MD
Rheinheimer Floyd, MD
Richards Mark, MD
Richmond Dennis, MD
Ridge Frederick, MD
Ries J Scott, MD
Riley H, MD
Ringer William, MD
Ritchie William, MD
Rivera Fernando, MD
Robbins Gordon, MD
Robinson Layne, MD
Roe Emmett, MD
Roller Mac, MD
Rose Robert, MD
Ross David, MD
Rouhana Rudolph, MD
Runkle Max, MD
Runyon William, MD
Sabens James, MD
Salb John, MD
Scherschel Kim, MD
Schlabach Jay, MD

Schloss Robert, MD
Schubert Chambers Esther, MD
Schwartzman Ilya, MD
Scott Phillip, DO
Servies Herschell, MD
Serwatka James, MD
Shah Priyamvada, MD
Shank J Christopher, MD
Shapiro David, MD
Sharp Gary, MD
Shields James, MD
Showalter John, MD
Sidell James, MD
Siebe Jack, MD
Siebenmorgen Paul, MD
Simons Stephen, MD
Singco Ben, MD
Sixbey Maurice, MD
Smith Jerald, MD
Smith Robert, MD
Smith Thomas, MD
Snell Alan, MD
Snyder Morris, MD
Snyder Frank, MD
Snyder Erin, MD
Sondgerath Clifford, MD
Souder Mark, MD
South Dale, MD
South Terry, MD
Spicer Stephen, MD
Spicklemire Kenneth, MD
Sprecher James, MD
Stearley John, MD
Stein Brenda, MD
Stienstra Kathleen, MD
Stine Mark, MD
*Stoltz Randall, MD
Stolz Thomas, MD
Stork Leslie, MD
Stork Donald, DO
Strate Bonnie, MD
Stucky Mitchell, MD
Stumpf Edwin, MD
Stutes Susan, MD
Suttor Randall, MD
Swaim J, MD
Tanner Richard, MD
Tanselle Timothy, MD
Taylor Millard, MD
Thompson William, MD
Thut Timothy, MD
Tomchaney Albert, MD
Torrella Roxann, MD
Totten Mark, MD
Tower James, MD
Tran Lau, MD
Tribbett Charles, MD
Trierweiler Teresa, MD
Triezenberg Daniel, MD
Tuchman Joseph, MD
Twenty John, MD

Umolu Anthony, MD
Underwood George, MD
Valenzuela Roberto, MD
Vazquez Emilio, MD
Vickery David, MD
Villarruel Luis, MD
Vitug Catalino, MD
Volz Kim, MD
Von Der Haar Gerard, MD
Voskuhl William, MD
Wagner Richard, MD
Walker Thomas, MD
Walling William, MD
Walsh James, MD
Walters Daniel, MD
Ward Robert, MD
Ware Herbert, MD
Watkins Larry, MD
Weaver R, MD
Webb William, MD
Weir Rosemary, MD
Weiss Brian, MD
Welch Anna, MD
Welk Gordon, MD
Wells William, MD
Wells James, DO
Wenrich Rose, MD
Wesemann Merrill, MD
West Samuel, MD
Westfall Mark, MD
Wieland Rex, MD
Wieschhaus Martin, MD
Wilhelmus Gilbert, MD
Wilhelmus Kenneth, MD
Willage Marc, MD
Williams Michael, MD
*Willis Deanna, MD
Wilmot David, MD
Wilson Kenneth, MD
Wilson Paul, MD
Wolf Harry, MD
Wolverton George, MD
Woodall John, MD
Wright Stephen, MD
Yoder Carl, MD
Yoder Harley, MD
Young Joseph, MD
Zent Don, MD
Zentner Stephan, MD
Ziboh Maureen, MD
Zimmerman Anna, MD
Zody Karla, MD
Zwick Harold, MD
* The following IAFP
members received the
Degree of Fellow this past
October in New Orleans.
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Attend Indiana’s Premier
CME Event for Family Physicians
t this year’s annual meeting you’ll find more than 25
hours of quality CME planned by family physicians for
family physicians including lectures, hands-onlearning, clinical topics and practice management issues.
Faculty include state and nationally known speakers.

A

Come to the IAFP Annual Meeting from July 21 to 25 at the
French Lick Resort, nestled in southern Indiana. You can enjoy
summer days at this historical resort, and spend time with your
peers and medical school classmates. Network with your peers
and leaders in family medicine. See new products. Bring the
family and spend time in family activities and sports
activities–including golf, tennis, swimming, and more.
All arrangements from the selection of CME offerings to family
activities are based on previous evaluations and IAFP Member
CME Needs Assessments. Every effort is made to improve the
program each year.

General Information
Register early. Special CME sessions and workshops fill
quickly as does the hotel. EARLY BIRD DRAWING: Register
by June 15 to be included in a drawing for refund of the CME
registration fee.
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Location
The French Lick Resort is nestled in southern Indiana. Room
rates for IAFP registrants are $91 per night. Special room
requests (i.e., connecting rooms, suites) are based on
availability. Rooms are available for people with disabilities. To
make room reservations, call the hotel at (800) 457-4042.

Alternate Housing
Lane’s Motel, (812) 936-9919, is within walking distance from
the resort and offers nice sleeping rooms and a pool. RV
hookups are also available at Lane’s. Also, the Beechwood Inn,
which is similar to a bed & breakfast, has a limited number of
rooms. For reservations, call (812) 936-9012.
For more information, call the IAFP headquarters office at
(317) 237-4237 or at (888) 422-4237 if you have any questions.
You can also email us at iafp@in-afp.org.

Official Notice
Indiana Academy
of Family Physicians
NOTICE IS HEREBY given of the 56th Annual
Scientific Assembly and Congress of Delegates of the
Indiana Academy of Family Physicians to be held in
French Lick, Indiana, July 21-25, at the French Lick
Springs Resort.
PURSUANT TO CHAPTER IX, Section 1 of the IAFP
Bylaws; the regular meeting of the Congress of
Delegates will convene on Thursday, July 22 at 7 p.m.
(first session) and Friday, July 23 at 5 p.m. (second
session).
The Congress of Delegates will receive and act upon
the reports of officers and committees/commissions,
elect officers, and transact any and all business that
may be placed on the agenda.
Resolutions must be received 30 days prior to the
first session of the Congress. A call for resolutions
and instructions for writing resolutions is included in
this publication. If you would like to write a
resolution and need further information, please
contact the IAFP office.
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Adult
Immunization

Schedule
Encourage immunization in adults as well
as children to reach 2010 goals
Research shows the nation – including Indiana – is not yet
meeting HHS’s Healthy People 2010 goals for immunizations.
This is a good time to check the 2003-2004 Recommended Adult
Immunization Schedule available at http://www.aafp.org/x14956.xml
or printed here for you to copy for your offices. The schedule
indicates the recommended age groups for routine
administration of currently licensed vaccinations for persons 19
and older. Representatives from the AAFPO Commission on
Clinical Policies and Research participated in CDC’s Advisory
Committee on Immunization Practices to develop the schedule,
which the AAFP has adopted as policy.
A. For women without chronic diseases/conditions, vaccinate if
pregnancy will be at 2nd or 3rd trimester during influenza
season. For women with chronic deseases/conditions,
vaccinate at any time during the pregnancy.
B. Although chronic liver disease and alcoholism are not
indicator conditions for influenza vaccination, give 1 dose
annually if the patient is >= 50 years, has other indications
for influenza vaccine, or if the patient requests vaccination.
C. Asthma is an indicator condition for influenza but not for
pneumococcal vaccination.
D. For all persons with chronic liver disease.
E. For persons < 65 years, revaccinate once after 5 years or
more have elapsed since initial vaccination.
F. Persons with impaired humoral immunity but intact cellular
immunity may be vaccinated. MMWR 1999; 48 (RR-06): 1-5.
G. Hemodialysis patients:Use special formulation of vaccine (40
ug/mL) or two 1.0 mL 20 ug doses given at one
site.Vaccinate early in the course of renal disease. Assess
antibody titers to hep B surface antigen (anti-HBs) levels
annually. Administer additional doses if anti-HBs levels
decline to <10 milliinternational units (mlU)/ mL.
H. There are no data specifically on risk of severe or
complicated influenza infections among persons with
asplenia. However, influenza is a risk factor for secondary
bacterial infections that may cause severe disease in
asplenics.
I. Administer meningococcal vaccine and consider Hib vaccine.
J. Elective splenectomy: vaccinate at least 2 weeks before
surgery.
K. Vaccinate as close to diagnosis as possible when CD4 cell
counts are highest.
L. Withhold MMR or other measles containing vaccines from
HIV-infected persons with evidence of severe
immunosuppression.MMWR 1998; 47 (RR-8):21-22; MMWR
2002; 51 (RR-02): 22-24.
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Vaccine

▼

Recommended Immunizations for Adults with Medical Conditions, United States, 2003-2004
TetanusDiphtheria
(Td)*1

Medical Conditions ▼

Influenza2

Pregnancy

A

Diabetes, heart disease, chronic
pulmonary disease, chronic liver
disease, including chronic alcoholism

B

Pneumococcal
(polysaccharide)3,4

E

Renal failure / end stage renal
disease, recipients of hemodialysis
or clotting factor concentrates

E

H

Measles,
Mumps,
Rubella
(MMR)*7

Hepatitis A*6

Varicella*8

D

C

Congenital Immunodeficiency, leukemia,
lymphoma, generalized malignancy, therapy
with alkylating agents, antimetabolites,
radiation or large amounts of corticosteroids

Asplenia including elective
splenectomy and terminal
complement component deficiencies

Hepatitis B*5

F

G

E,I,J
E,H

HIV infection

L

Pregnancy

Age Group

▼

Recommended Adult Immunization Schedule, United States, 2003-2004
19-49 Years

50-64 Years

65 Years and Older

Vaccine ▼
1 dose booster every 10 years 1

Tetanus, Diphtheria (Td)*

Influenza

1 dose annually 2

1 dose annually 2

Pneumococcal
(polysaccharide)

1 dose 3,4

1 dose 3,4

Hepatitis B*

3 doses (0, 1-2, 4-6 months) 5

Hepatitis A*

2 doses (0, 6-12 months) 6

Measles, Mumps,
Rubella (MMR)*

1 dose if measles, mumps, or rubella vaccination
history is unreliable; 2 doses for persons with
occupational or other indications 7

2 doses (0, 4-8 weeks) for persons who are susceptible 8

Varicella*

1 dose 9

Meningococcal (polysaccharide)

KEY
For all persons
in this group

Catch-up on
childhood vaccinations

For persons with medical/
exposure indications

Contraindicated
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What’s Happening at
the IAFP Foundation?
The Adopt-A-Student Program Continues
he IAFP Foundation Adopt-A-Student program
will continue to help medical students discover
Family Medicine in 2004. This program provides
summer externships to medical students between their
first and second years of medical school. The Foundation
has sponsored student externships through the Adopt-AStudent program since 1998. Currently, it is still unclear
how many students the Foundation will sponsor this
summer.

T

In 2003, the Foundation sponsored an eight-week
externship for Jamie Ulbrich, a medical student from
Gary, Ind. Jamie worked at the Gary Community Health
Center with her family physician preceptor, Dr. Janet
Seabrook.
In addition to working alongside Dr. Seabrook in a
practice setting, Jamie became involved in the Gary
community. She volunteered her time to health-related
community organizations, including the Lupus
Foundation of Northwest Indiana.

The Foundation would like to extend our thanks to Jamie
for participating in the Adopt-A-Student program and to
Dr. Seabrook for taking time to teach medical students
about the daily life and activities involved in practicing
Family Medicine.
In 2004, the Adopt-A-Student program is supporting four
students – more than in any previous program year!
The Foundation is currently looking for preceptors for
these participants. Preceptors must be practicing IAFP
members. This commitment entails hosting a medical
student in your office for an eight-week externship
during the summer. The Foundation will also accept copreceptor situations, in which multiple family physicians
serve as preceptors for a single student. Please help
medical students explore the opportunities involved with
the specialty of Family Medicine by becoming an AdoptA-Student Preceptor this summer.

Get Involved in the Historic Doctor’s Office
at the Medical Museum
he Foundation is continuing its efforts to establish a historic
doctor’s office exhibit at the Indiana Medical History
Museum in Indianapolis. Donations to this project will help the
museum restore the building that houses the exhibit and prepare
the medical artifacts for display.

T

The Foundation is also collecting stories for the Family Practice
Stories Project. The project is intended to focus on the stories or
experiences of individual family physicians in Indiana. The
Foundation hopes the resulting family practice stories book can
be incorporated into the historic doctor’s office exhibit.
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Join the IAFP
Foundation

for a round of golf to support the
future of family medicine!
The IAFP Foundation is hosting the Second Annual Chuck
Schilling Memorial Golf Tournament on Thursday, July 22 at
9:00 a.m. at the French Lick Springs Resort in French Lick, Ind.
This year’s tournament will benefit the IAFP Foundation’s
Adopt-A-Student program. The purpose of this important
initiative is to educate medical students about the specialty of
family medicine. This is also the second year that the IAFP
Foundation will be honoring the memory of Chuck Schilling, a
significant contributor to this event’s past success.
All levels of player are welcome to participate. Pre-arranged
foursomes will be accepted, and other assignment requests will
be accommodated if possible. Individuals not included in
prearranged foursomes will be assigned to a foursome by the
golf chair. The registration fee is $85 per player and includes:
green fees, a cart, a box lunch and a limited number of beverages
while on the course.
For more information about the programs or events above,
contact Coral Cosway, IAFP Foundation Director, at
317-237-4237 or ccosway@in-afp.org.

Supporters of the 2004
Family Practice Update
Exhibitors
Abbott Laboratories
AstraZeneca
Boehringer-Ingelheim
Cardinal Health Systems, Inc.
Charting Plus EMR Software
Clarian Health Partners
CorVasc MD’s P.C.
DLC, Inc.
GlaxoSmithKline Pharmaceuticals
LipoScience
Indiana State Medical Associates

Late-breaking Tar Wars® Information
For the second time, Victory Field will be the home of the Tar
Wars® Celebration. This is our opportunity to recognize student
poster contest participants, and to honor our award winners with
a pre-game ceremony on the field. This year’s Tar Wars®
Celebration will be held on Sunday, June 6 at 2 p.m. when the
Indianapolis Indians take on the Rochester Red Wings. Stay
tuned to www.tarwarsindiana.org - or contact Missy
(mlewis@in-afp.org) at the IAFP office – for up-to-date
information. We hope to see you there!
The IAFP Foundation was just notified that our grant proposal to
the Indiana Tobacco Prevention and Cessation Agency (ITPC)
was approved! This was a very competitive process, as available
funds were cut tremendously due to legislative actions in 2003.
Due to these cuts, our grant is significantly less than what we
received in recent years. Your support is still needed! We are
thrilled to be able to expand our Tar Wars® program and have
many plans for the upcoming year. Thank you to ITPC and to all
of our members who have donated their time and money.
Hoosier children appreciate your support!

Managed Health Services
Medical Equipment Systems, Inc.
Merck & Co., Inc.
MedImmune, Inc.
Midwest Hemostasis &
Trombosis Laboratories
Otsuka America Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Reckitt Benckiser
Schering Corporation
Union Planters Bank
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals

Educational Grants
AstraZenca
GlaxoSmithKline Pharmaceuticals
Pfizer, Inc.
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals
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Thank You
The Board of Trustees of the Indiana Academy of Family Physicians Foundation would like to thank the individuals and
organizations that donated to the Foundation in 2003. Your generosity has provided the Foundation with critical resources needed
to fulfill its mission: "to enhance the health care delivered to the people of Indiana by developing and providing research,
education and charitable resources for the promotion and support of the specialty of Family Practice in Indiana."

FOUNDER’S CLUB MEMBERS
Founder’s Club Members have committed to giving $2,500
to the IAFP Foundation over a 5-year period. Members
noted with a check mark have completed their
commitment. The Board would like to acknowledge that
many of the Members on this list also give to the
Foundation in addition to their Founder’s Club
commitment. Members who have done so in 2003 are
noted with a diamond.
Worthe Holt, MD ◆
Deborah I. Allen, MD ✓◆
Richard Juergens, MD ✓
Dr. Jennifer & Lee Bigelow
Thomas Kintanar, MD ✓◆
Kenneth Bobb, MD ✓
H. Clifton Knight, MD ✓◆
Bruce Burton, MD ✓◆
Teresa Lovins, MD ◆✓
Kalen A. Carty, MD ◆
Debra R. McClain, MD ✓◆
Clarence G. Clarkson, MD ✓◆
Robert Mouser, MD ✓
Dr. Robert & Donna Clutter ✓◆
Raymond W. Nicholson, MD ✓◆
Dianna L. Dowdy, MD
Frederick Ridge, MD ✓◆
Richard D. Feldman, MD
Jackie Schilling ✓◆
Thomas Felger, MD ✓◆
Paul Siebenmorgen, MD ✓◆
Fred Haggerty, MD ✓
Kevin Speer, JD (IAFP EVP) ◆
Alvin J. Haley, MD ✓◆
Daniel A. Walters, MD ✓◆
John L. Haste, MD ✓◆
Deanna R. Willis, MD, MBA
Jack W. Higgins, MD ✓◆
The IAFP Foundation would like to recognize its newest
Founder’s Club members. Those individuals who joined the
Founder’s Club in 2003 are: Dianna L. Dowdy, MD; Deanna R.
Willis, MD; and Kevin Speer, JD.

PLANNED GIVING
CONTRIBUTORS

Gold Level
($1,000 - $2,499)

Ralph E. Barnett, MD
Raymond W. Nicholson, MD

Deborah I. Allen, MD
Linda Capell
Dianna Dowdy, MD
Bernard J. Emkes, MD
Yetta Feldman
Dr. Thomas A. and Marie R. Felger
Dr. Raymond and Cynthia Nicholson

2003 MEMORIAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
Max Feldman, MD
Michael Hanson, MD
C.B. Hathaway, Sr., MD
Richard Jordan, MD
Raymond Kahn, MD
Jeanne Kiovsky
Dorothy McGarraugh
Betty Moses
Bill Rial
Nicholas Sherbun

Platinum Level
($2,500 & over)
Eli Lilly and Company
Richard D. Feldman, MD
Indiana Academy of Family
Physicians
Debra R. McClain, MD
Pfizer, Inc.

Silver Level
($100 - $999)
Warrick L. Barrett, MD
Harold G. Benedict, MD
Dr. Jennifer and Lee Bigelow
James C. Brocke, CFP
Cathy A. Bryant, MD
Bruce Burton, MD
Clarence G. Clarkson, MD
Clarian Health Partners
Ent and Imler CPA Group
Excel Decorators
Deeda Ferree
Andrew C. Denson
& Dr. Kelly M. Larson
Forest Pharmaceuticals
Eugene M. Gillum, MD
Kenneth L. Gray, MD
Green County Medical Society
Alvin J. Haley, MD
Hall, Render, Killian, Heath & Lyman
Garnet R. Harris, MD

IAFP FOUNDATION
Name___________________________________

Please direct my donation to the following:
Shared donation between the AAFP
and IAFP Foundations

Historic Family Physician Office
Project

City, State, Zip_____________________________

Adopt-A-Student Program

Jackie Schilling Family Practice
Medical Student/Resident Fund

E-mail Address (optional)___________________

Tar Wars®

Return donation to: IAFP Foundation
55 Monument Circle, Suite 400
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Patient Education Conference

Address__________________________________
________________________________________

$20

$50

Amount Enclosed:
$100
$250
$500

Family Practice Stories Book
Memorial contribution in memory of

Other___________

Thank you for your generosity. It will support: Assuring access to family physicians and the quality, comprehensive and affordable
healthcare they provide; Enhancing the recruitment, education and training of prospective family physicians; and Supporting other
initiatives that further the vision of the Foundation to enhance the quality of healthcare services delivered to Indiana residents.
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John L. Haste, MD
C.B. Hathaway, Jr., MD
William H. Hathaway, MD
Jack W. Higgins, MD
Worthe S. Holt, MD
IAFP 1st District
IAFP 7th District
Dr. Richard
and Carolyn Kiovsky
Dr. H. Clifton and Shelly Knight
Teresa Lovins, MD
Merck and Company, Inc.
L. Hoyt Miller, MD
Judy Monroe, MD
Novartis
T. Neal Petry, MD
Terry Reagan
Ridge Medical Center
J. Christopher Satore, MD
Jackie Schilling
Alan Sidel, MD
Sisters of St. Francis Health
Kevin Speer, JD (IAFP EVP)
Sullivan County
Medical Society
Daniel A. Walters, MD
Curt Ward, MD
Rosemary Weir, MD
Williams Brother Pharmacy
Deanna R. Willis, MD, MBA
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals
Mr. Michael
and Dr. Cathy Yoder

Bronze Level
($1 - $99)
Robert D. Aiello, MD
Larry Allen, MD
Mrs. Oscar Baim
Lou Belch
James Black, MD
Nicole Boersma
Dr. James and Candyce Butler
Brian Butts
John Carter, MD
Kalen A. Carty, MD
Eric D. Clark, MD
Dr. Robert and Donna Clutter
Coral Cosway
Bryan Coyne
Chris Davies
Edward A. Davis, MD
Ryan Eggemeyer
Ken Elek, MD
Evansville Surgical Associates
Edward Everett
Larry Fields, MD
Maria Fletcher, MD
Scott Frankenfield, MD
Ashraf Hanna, MD
Heidi Harris

Steve Hayden
Daryl Hershberger, MD
Seymour Holt
Myra D. Horning, MD
Diane Houin
Mary K. Hunteman
Indiana Osteopathic Association
Indianapolis
Neurosurgical Group
George H. James, MD
Albert Katz
Doug Kinser, JD
Thomas Kintanar, MD
Edward Langston, MD
Joan Mallis
Marion Marciel
William Marcrum, MD
Suzanne E. Martini, MD
Emma McGonigal
Douglas McKeag, MD, MS
Shane McMains
Suzanne Montgomery, MD
Marie L. Mueller
Henry and Adele Paskin
David Pepple, MD
Lawrence Reitz, MD
Jeffry C. Rendel, MD
Frederick Ridge, MD
James Schaefer
Mark E. Seib, MD
Constance J. Sidles
Dr. Paul
& Jane Siebenmorgen, MD
James Soare
Windel Stracener, MD
Steve Stucky, CPA
Suburban Health Organization
Virginia L. Terpening
Della Quinn
Rosalind D. Tucker
George Underwood, MD
Jean Virkus
Ken Wilhelmus, MD
Beth Yegerlehner, MD
Jim Zieba, JD

INDIANA
ACADEMY
OF FAMILY
PHYSICIANS
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Legislative Update: Medicaid Not Quite As Gloomy
By Doug Kinser, IAFP Lobbyist

B

y the time you read this update, the session will have
adjourned sine die on March 4. However, as I write this
in early February, the House and Senate introduced
approximately 973 bills, and there’s still buzz from Gov. Joe
Kernan’s first State of the State. His upbeat message emphasized
five points—job growth, improving education through full-day
kindergarten, protection for children, line item veto, and the Lt.
Governor’s initiative for re-structuring of government.
Leaders of both parties dashed the line item veto immediately.
Generally, legislators agreed upon the need for job growth and
protection for children. Both parties have supported full-day
kindergarten, but there is disagreement on how to fund it. HB
1234 passed out of the House 56-40 with eight Republicans
joining all Democrats to support the program.
Funding of full-day kindergarten was to occur from the common
school fund. To utilize the common school fund, it required
passage of HJR 5, a constitutional amendment. On Feb. 4, House
leadership, with the support of the Governor, tried to assure the
funding in an unprecedented manner. To get the requisite 51 votes
for passage, the Speaker allowed Rep. Kromkowski, a member
who recently had open-heart surgery, to vote by computer and
telephone. Republicans believed it was against the rules and left
the chambers. After several hours, the Speaker relented and
withdrew Rep. Kromokowski's vote. There is currently no
funding for full-day kindergarten.
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The State Forecast was announced for the end of the fiscal year,
June 30, 2005. Even with the state’s fiscal woes accelerating to
an estimated $1 billion shortfall, Gov. Kernan said he would not
ask legislators to re-open the budget. There seems to be little
likelihood that the state can grow its way out of its shortfall. On
Feb. 4, there was an additional revenue shortfall of $21 million.

In other news, the Indianapolis Star released a poll showing
Gov. Kernan beating Mitch Daniels. Gov. Kernan had 49 percent of
votes, while Mitch Daniels had 36 percent. A large bloc of voters
were undecided. It is expected that the 2004 race for Governor will
cost upwards of $30 million, a record amount. In 2000, both
candidates combined to spend $19.9 million. At the most recent
reporting period, each candidate had approximately $4 million in
cash at year-end.

The Medicaid Forecast was released in January with actual
numbers from November 2003. It was not as gloomy as in the
past. The Medicaid shortfall is estimated at $21.7 million for the
end of the fiscal year. There has been no discussion on re-basing
of Medicaid provider rates. Extra payments from the federal
government were applied to Medicaid to minimize the shortfall.
While it benefits the Medicaid shortfall when extra payments are
completed in 2005 and since no structural changes have been
made, the state will again face shortfalls in the Medicaid budget.

Bills still in play at press time include the following:
• HB 1014 - Childhood Obesity. It is the first public policy
initiative to address childhood obesity, albeit in only minimal
steps. Dr. Morrell of Rushville testified in support of the bill
for the Academy. It passed 54-41 and was sent to Sen. Miller.
• HB 1133 - Hepatitis B. HB 1133 requires Hep B immunization
for those children who have not been immunized. It was not
given a hearing but was amended into SB29. Per the Academy's
request, the bill was amended to capture younger students.

• SB360 - Physicial therapist direct access. This bill would allow
PT direct access to patients for 1 year for the same condition.
• HB 1350 - Certification of Health Care Interpreters. HB 1350
establishes a minimum experience and education level for
medical interpreters. It is not intended to be a mandate on
providers. Legislators attempted to minimize the state’s fiscal
by requiring fees to be established to cover the total cost of the
program. HB 1350 passed 96-0 and was sent to Sen. Lawson.
• SB 359 - Moratorium on Comprehensive Care Beds and
Hospitals. Sen. Miller’s bill began as a moratorium, but the
moratorium was deleted and a study was inserted. Most
members of the committee agreed that it was far too
complicated to implement a CON or moratorium in the short
session. There were two hearings that had almost equal
opposition and support. SB 359 is now the only bill in play for
this issue. Dr. Richard Feldman testified on behalf of the
Academy.
• HB 1337 - Non-participating Cigarette Manufacturer Fee. HB
1337 provides a 2.5 cent tax per cigarette on non-participating
cigarette manufacturers so that the non-participating
manufacturers pay their share of the master tax settlement. In
addition, it forces the non-participating manufacturers into the
tobacco settlement, which will require them to participate in
the marketing prohibitions. Since the tax is larger on the nonparticipating manufacturers, the participating manufacturers
will, theoretically, join in the settlement. HB 1337 passed 91-3
and was sent to Sen. Borst.
• HB 1098 - Child restraints in motor vehicles. After much
consternation between legislators, HB 1098 passed 76-18 with
certain requirements for children to wear restraints. By
passage, it was weakened from its introduced version. HB 1098
was sent to Sen. Wyss and has yet to be assigned to committee.
• SB 70 - Provider Reporting of Discounts and Rebates. SB 70
repeals section 68 of last year’s budget bill that required
providers to report all discounts. As Sen. Meeks stated, "What
sounded like a good idea was not practical to implement." The
Academy supports SB 70. SB 70 was sent to Rep. Crawford.

•

•

•

•

•

to Ways and Means, which effectively killed the bill for the
year.
HB 1445 - Prior Authorization Limitation on Asthma Drugs.
This is an attempt to change the methodology of a "Preferred
Drug List" from a clinical basis to a political basis. While it
passed out of Public Health, it did so with a fiscal cost.
Medicaid opposed it because of the cost. It was re-assigned to
Ways and Means effectively killing the bill.
HB 1346 - Certificate of Need. Rep. Brown amended his CON
bill to become a moratorium and study commission. After
more than two hours of testimony, he did not take a vote.
SB 163 - Health Provider Reimbursement Contracts. Sen.
Miller offered a bill to prohibit "most favored nations" clauses
between providers and insurers. "Most favored nation" clauses
state that agreements between providers and insurers may not
contain provisions that offer the insurer a reimbursement rate
that is the same or lower than the lowest reimbursement rate
that the provider offers to another insurer. It passed out of
committee 7-1 but was not called down by Sen. Miller for a
vote.
SB 62 - Medicaid Waiver of Family Planning Services. SB 62
requires Medicaid to apply for a federal waiver for family
planning services with the federal government providing 90%
of the funding. After much testimony, it passed 9-0. The
Coalition asked the Academy and ISMA to support the bill.
Neither group signed on. The bill was not called down for the
final vote.
House 1364 - Securitization of Tobacco Money. In a party line
vote, House Democrats voted to securitize the Tobacco
Settlement money. It would require legislative oversight on how
the money is spent. If the bill passed, the Academy would offer
testimony that the state should commit additional dollars to
cessation of smoking. The bill was not called down for a final
vote.

If you have specific concerns, please call Laura Hahn at 317-2374237 or Doug Kinser at 317-977-1454.

The following bills are essentially dead for the year:
• HB 1221. Insurance Coverage for Infertility. HB 1221 was
amended from a "mandate for coverage" to a "mandate to
offer" coverage. Despite this effort, most business and
insurance companies opposed any mandate. It was re-assigned
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Tips From Our Consultant
By Joy Newby, LPN, CPC, Newby Consulting, Inc.
MEDICARE CLARIFIES
COMPONENTS OF A GLOBAL
SURGICAL PACKAGE FOR
MINOR PROCEDURES
The initial consultation or evaluation of
the problem by the surgeon to determine
the need for surgery is always separately
paid. Please note this policy only applies
to major surgical procedures. If this visit
occurs the day before or the day of a
major surgical procedure, physicians are
instructed to use the -57 modifier.

taken to use the Internet creatively to
reduce the regulatory burden on
physicians and make it easier for them to
work with Medicare to improve services
to beneficiaries. Earlier this summer,
CMS added a feature to its Web site that
makes it possible for physicians to
determine in advance what they will be
paid for a particular service or range of
services. The Medicare Physician Fee
Schedule Look-up provides both the

physicians should have easy access to
the edits CMS uses to identify incorrect
claims.

unadjusted payment rates, as well as the
payment rates by geographic location.

unlikely to be performed on the same
patient on the same day. For example, a
mutually exclusive edit might identify
two different types of testing that yield
equivalent results.

The NCCI includes two types of edits.
The comprehensive/component edits
identifies code pairs that should not be
billed together because one service
inherently includes the other. The
mutually exclusive edits identifies code
pairs that, for clinical reasons, are

The initial evaluation is always included
in the allowance for a minor surgical
procedure. Modifier –57 should not be
used with evaluation and management
codes billed on the same day as a minor
procedure. Physicians should use
modifier -25 with the visit code to
indicate a significant, separately
identifiable service was provided on the
same day as a minor procedure.

CORRECT CODING
INITIATIVE EDITS ON
INTERNET
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS) has made it easier for
physicians and other providers to bill
properly and be paid promptly for their
services. CMS has posted on its website
the automated edits used to identify
questionable claims and adjust payments
to reflect what would have been paid had
the claim been filed correctly. The edits,
known as the National Correct Coding
Initiative (NCCI), identify pairs of
services that normally should not be
billed by the same physician for the
same patient on the same day. The NCCI
also promotes uniformity among the
contractors that process Medicare claims
in interpreting Medicare payment
policies.
The posting of the NCCI is the most
recent in a series of steps CMS has
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While the NCCI is one of the
cornerstones of CMS’ efforts to ensure
that Medicare and beneficiaries do not
pay twice for the same service or for
duplicative services, CMS believes

Previously, the NCCI edits have been
available to physicians and other

providers on a paid subscription basis,
but now they are available to anyone
with a personal computer. The NCCI
edits are posted as a spreadsheet that
will allow users to sort by procedural
code and by effective date. A "Find"
feature allows users to look for a
specific code. The edit files are
indexed by procedural code ranges for
easy navigation. The new Web page
also includes links to documents that
explain the edits: the NCCI Policy
Manual for Part B Medicare Carriers,
Medicare Carriers Manual, and the
NCCI Question and Answer page.
CMS developed the NCCI to promote
national correct coding by physicians
and other providers and to ensure
appropriate payments for Medicare
services. The coding policies developed
are based on coding conventions
defined in the American Medical
Association’s CPT (Current Procedural
Terminology) manual, national and
local policies and edits, coding
guidelines developed by national
medical specialty societies, analysis of
standard medical and surgical practice
and review of current coding practice.
The NCCI is updated quarterly.
The NCCI edits are posted at
http://cms.hhs.gov/physicians/cciedits/d
efault.asp. The Medicare Physician Fee
Schedule Look-up can be found on the
Physicians Resource Page at
http://cms.hhs.gov/physicians/default.asp

MEDICARE PRESCRIPTION
DRUG, IMPROVEMENT, AND
MODERNIZATION ACT OF
2003
The Medicare Prescription Drug,
Improvement, and Modernization Act
of 2003, which was approved by the
House on Nov. 22, 2003, and by the
Senate on Nov. 25, 2003, was sent to
President Bush for signature on Nov.
25, 2003. It contains several sections of
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importance to physicians. Highlights,
not all-inclusive, of the new law are
detailed below.
§629 changes the amount of the Part B
deductible and premium subsidy
beginning 2005. Beginning Jan. 1, 2005,
the Part B deductible increases to $110
for 2005, and for subsequent years, the
amount of the deductible will be based
on the previous year’s deductible
increased by the annual percentage
increase in the monthly actuarial rate
under §1839(a)(1) of the Act rounded to
the nearest $1.
For the first time in the Medicare
Program, §811 includes a reduction in
premium subsidy based on the
beneficiary’s income. In general, in the
case of an individual whose modified
adjusted gross income exceeds the
threshold amount, the monthly amount
of the premium subsidy applicable to the
Part B premium for a month after
December 2006 shall be reduced (and
the monthly premium shall be increased)
by the monthly adjustment amount
specified in the law. This means the Part
B premium will vary by the
beneficiary’s income level. Thus, the
more income reported, the higher the
beneficiary’s monthly premium.
The law lays down real specifics on how
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS) is to develop policy for
Evaluation and Management (E/M)
Documentation Guidelines.
(a) IN GENERAL – The Secretary may
not implement any new or modified
documentation guidelines (which
for purposes of this section includes
clinical examples) for evaluation
and management physician services
under the title XVIII of the Social
Security Act on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act unless the
Secretary –
(1) has developed the guidelines in
collaboration with practicing
physicians (including both
generalists and specialists) and
provided for an assessment of
the proposed guidelines by the
physician community;
(2) has established a plan that
contains specific goals,
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including a schedule, for
improving the use of such
guidelines;
(3) has conducted appropriate and
representative pilot projects
under subsection (b) to test
such guidelines;
(4) finds, based on reports
submitted under subsection
(b)(5) with respect to pilot
projects conducted for such or
related guidelines, that the
objectives described in
subsection (c) will be met in
the implementation of such
guidelines; and
(5) has established, and is
implementing, a program to
educate physicians on the use
of such guidelines and that
includes appropriate outreach.
The Secretary shall make changes to the
manner in which existing evaluation and
management documentation guidelines
are implemented to reduce paperwork
burdens on physicians.
In an effort to cut expenditures for the
injectables and the limited number of
oral medications covered by Medicare,
the new law changes the payment basis
for drugs beginning in 2004. Payment is
currently based on 95 percent of the
AWP for:
• A drug or biological furnished before
Jan. 1, 2004
• Blood clotting factors furnished
during 2004
• A drug or biological furnished during
2004 that was not available for
payment as of April 1, 2003
• A vaccine furnished on or after Jan. 1,
2004
• A drug or biological furnished during
2004 in connection with the
furnishing of renal dialysis services if
separately billed by renal dialysis
facilities
For all other drugs paid in 2004, the
amount of payment is equal to 85
percent of the average wholesale price
(determined as of April 1, 2003) for the
drug or biological.
Beginning 2005, payment for most drugs
will be based on the average sales price.

NEW PREVENTIVE SERVICES
COVERED BEGINNING
JAN. 1, 2005
Coverage for the following preventive
services was included the Medicare
Prescription Drug, Improvement, and
Modernization Act of 2003. The
following preventive services will be
covered on or after Jan. 1, 2005.

§611 COVERAGE OF AN
INITIAL PREVENTIVE
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
The term "initial preventive physical
examination" means physicians' services
consisting of a physical examination
(including measurement of height,
weight, and blood pressure, and an
electrocardiogram) with the goal of
health promotion and disease detection
and includes education, counseling, and
referral with respect to covered
screening and other preventive services,
but does not include clinical laboratory
tests.
The coverage of an initial preventive
physical examination is only available
when the beneficiary has the exam
performed within six months after the
individual’s effective date for Medicare
Part B coverage.
Coverage applies to services furnished
on or after Jan. 1, 2005, but only for
individuals whose coverage period under
part B begins on or after such date.

§612 COVERAGE OF
CARDIOVASCULAR
SCREENING BLOOD TESTS
The term "cardiovascular screening
blood test" means a blood test for the
early detection of cardiovascular disease
(or abnormalities associated with an
elevated risk of cardiovascular disease)
that tests for the following:
A. Cholesterol levels and other lipid or
triglyceride levels.
B. Such other indications associated
with the presence of, or an elevated
risk for, cardiovascular disease as
the Secretary of Health and Human
Services (the Secretary) may
approve for all individuals (or for

some individuals determined by the Secretary to be at
risk for cardiovascular disease), including indications
measured by noninvasive testing.
The Secretary may not approve an indication under
subparagraph (B) for any individual unless a blood test for
such is recommended by the United States Preventive
Services Task Force.
(2) The Secretary shall establish standards, in consultation
with appropriate organizations, regarding the frequency for
each type of cardiovascular screening blood tests, except that
such frequency may not be more often than once every 2
years.

Job Opportunities
Job Posting
Combined urgent care/family practice seeking
board certificated/board eligible family physician for
a growing, affluent Northwest Indiana community.
Very competitive annual salary plus benefits.
Rolling dunes and small town atmosphere with an

Coverage applies to tests furnished on or after January 1,
2005.

excellent school system. Thirty-five miles from

§613 - COVERAGE OF DIABETES
SCREENING TESTS

e-mail: Firstattending@sbcglobal.net

The term "diabetes screening tests" means testing furnished
to an individual at-risk for diabetes (as defined below) for the
purpose of early detection of diabetes, including:

A. a fasting plasma glucose test; and
B. such other tests, and modifications to tests, as the
Secretary determines appropriate, in consultation with
appropriate organizations.
For purposes of coverage for diabetes screening tests, the
term "individual at-risk for diabetes" means an individual
who has any of the following risk factors for diabetes:

Chicago. Contact Pam at (219) 796-6971 or via

Practice opportunity for Family
or Internal Medicine physician.
Physician selling thriving practice (35 years) in
Bloomington, Indiana. No HMOs accepted, some
PPO, almost no Medicaid, approximately 29%
Medicare, a small number of self-pay and
remaining commercial insurances. No OB and no
pediatric patients. Minimal call. Incoming physician

A. Hypertension
B. Dyslipidemia
C. Obesity, defined as a body mass index greater than or
equal to 30 kg/m2
D. Previous identification of an elevated impaired fasting
glucose.
E. Previous identification of impaired glucose tolerance
F. A risk factor consisting of at least 2 of the following
characteristics:
1. Overweight, defined as a body mass index greater
than 25, but less than 30, kg/m2
2. A family history of diabetes
3. A history of gestational diabetes mellitus or delivery
of a baby weighing greater than 9 pounds
4. 65 years of age or older

will work with highly skilled and knowledgeable

The Secretary shall establish standards, in consultation with
appropriate organizations, regarding the frequency of diabetes
screening tests, except that such frequency may not be more
often than twice within the 12-month period following the
date of the most recent diabetes screening test of that
individual.

University, three lakes, two state parks/forests and

Coverage applies to tests furnished on or after Jan. 1, 2005.

staff of seven. Staff includes part-time nurse
practitioner. Current physician owner will stay with
practice for up to 12 months to introduce patients
to new physician while gradually reducing time in
the office.
Bloomington (the county seat) is located in the
rolling hills of Monroe County within the south
central region of Indiana. Home to Indiana
a thriving town full of unusual shops, ethnic
restaurants, and cultural activities.
Those interested in the position can call in
confidence to 812.332.7162.
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Membership Update
Please Keep Us Up-To-Date

Membership Status Totals

Members, please be sure to
keep your contact information up-to-date
with the AAFP and the IAFP, including your:
address, phone, fax, and e-mail.
To update, please call Amanda at
IAFP: (317) 237-4237 or in-state toll free (888) 422-4237
or abowling@in-afp.org.

Active
Supporting
Inactive
Life
Resident
Student

1574
4
20
186
261
315

New Members
The Academy extends a warm welcome to the following new members:

Active Members

Mr. Derik Geist
Indianapolis, IN

Ms. Rachel Miller
Indianapolis, IN

Ms. Christine Groves
Indianapolis, IN

Ms. Dinorah Milner
Fort Wayne, IN

Mr. Jeremy Hacker
Evansville, IN

Ms. Tracy Murray
Indianapolis, IN

Ms. Theresa Hansen
Indianapolis, IN

Mr. Michael Nannenga
Indianapolis, IN

Ms. Kathleen Hertzer
Bloomington, IN

Mr. Justin Park
Bloomington, IN

Mr. Mark Hubbard
Carmel, IN

Mr. Hiren Patel
Indianapolis, IN

Ms. Sandra King
Indianapolis, IN

Mr. Dan Riethmiller
Indianapolis, IN

Ms. Nikkia Lassere
Indianapolis, IN

Ms. LeeAnn Ruf
Evansville, IN

Mr. John Badlea
Indianapolis, IN

Mr. Brenda LeRoy
McCordsville, IN

Mr. Hahns Shin
Indianapolis, IN

Mr. Andrew Bridge
Indianapolis, IN

Ms. Sarah Ligler
Indianapolis, IN

Mr. Andrew Terrell
Bloomington, IN

Mr. Christopher Chiu
Valparaiso, IN

Ms. Adrianne Lona
Indianapolis, IN

Ms. Claire Uebbing
Mishawaka, IN

Ms. Emily Contreras
Terre Haute, IN

Ms. Clarenda Love
Avon, IN

Ms. Frances Contreras
Terre Haute, IN

Ms. Jennifer Maya
Portage, IN

Mr. Luke Drake
Indianapolis, IN

Ms. Allison Meadows
Indianapolis, IN

Mr. Donald Fahler
Gary, IN

Mr. Keith Miller
Terre Haute, IN

Jihad Charabati, MD
Lafayette, IN
Robert Evard, MD
Carmel, IN
Olusegun Ishmael, MD
Munster, IN
Jose Lopez, MD
Paol, IN
Shannon Riegle, MD
Muncie, IN

Residents Members
Franklin Ademodi, MD
Merrillville, IN
Addison Crag-Chaderton, DO
Merrillville, IN

Student Members
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Northwest Radiology Network offers

11201 USA Pkwy., Ste. 140
Fishers, IN 46038
10603 N. Meridian St.
Indianapolis, IN 46290

comprehensive subspecialty inpatient and outpatient

imaging services in central Indiana. Our mission is to provide high
quality patient care in a cost-effective, efficient environment. The

St. Vincent Medical Office Ctr.
11530 Allisonville Rd., Ste. 135
Fishers, IN 46038
8260 Naab Rd., Ste. 101
Indianapolis, IN 46260

physicians and staff of Northwest are committed to compassionate patient care,

St. Vincent Carmel Prof. Bldg.
13450 N. Meridian St., Ste. 145
Carmel, IN 46032

accurate results and timely interpretations. To schedule a patient, please call (317) XRAY
NOW (972-9669) or (800) 400-XRAY (9729), extension 482.

Heather Glen Bldg.
8424 Naab Rd.
Bldg. 1, Ste. 1H
Indianapolis, IN 46260
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